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NON-TECHNICAL SUMMARYParticipation in a monetary union entails manifold and complex conse-quences. Even disregarding the important fact that economic and politicalintegration are co-determined and co-evolutionary, participation in the euroarea a�ects trade and �nancial integration, business cycle synchronization andthe patterns of specialization, and also the institutions, structure and behaviorin product and labor markets. The issue is of particular importance in Europe,where the set of countries that have adopted the euro already includes twelveMember States. Moreover, macroeconomic adjustment to the prospect of par-ticipation in the euro area is a topical issue for the new Member States of theEuropean Union.In this paper, we will argue that, for countries like Greece, Spain, Ireland,Italy and Portugal (hereafter referred to as 'converging countries'), one im-portant aspect of the process of adjustment to participation in the euro areawas associated with the convergence of short and long term interest rates tothe relatively low levels prevailing in Germany. From the viewpoint of thesecountries, participation in the euro area entails easier access to international �-nancial markets and is also associated with �nancial liberalization and �nancialintegration. There are two main reasons to focus on the �nancial dimensionof euro area participation. First, compared with other e�ects from euro areaparticipation (nominal), interest rate convergence and �nancial integration areeasy to document on the basis of available statistical information and both hap-pened relatively fast. Second, the available evidence indicates that the e�ectsare large and signi�cant.In the paper, we do two things. First, we document the stylized facts regard-ing the macroeconomic e�ects of interest rate convergence on the convergingcountries. Second, we follow Blanchard and Giavazzi (2002) and Fagan andGaspar (2005) and examine the ability of simple macroeconomic models toexplain the observed patterns of adjustment.As regards the stylized facts, we �nd that the convergence in interest rateshas been associated with a sharp increase in households? expenditures and apronounced increase in households? debt in the converging countries. The ex-pansion in expenditure does not seem to have been associated with noticeablee�ects on output or with sizeable e�ects on private sector productive invest-ment. Instead, it has been associated with deterioration in the current accountde�cit and with the accumulation of sizeable negative net foreign asset posi-tions. At the same time, the converging countries recorded in�ation di�eren-tials which, under exchange rate stability followed by the adoption of the euro,implied signi�cant real appreciation and loss of competitiveness, according tostandard indicators.The model we develop relies on a standard Blanchard-Yaari endowment2



economy setup with traded and non-traded goods. The exercise is in the spiritof Obstfeld and Rogo� (2004), who used an endowment economy framework,with traded and non-traded goods, to discuss the real exchange rate implica-tions of changing the geographical patterns of world expenditure. Our settingallows us to study the e�ects on the real exchange rate of changing expendi-tures patterns over time. The simple Blanchard-Yaari model is able to accountqualitatively for all the stylized facts reported above. However, with standardtime-separable preferences, expenditure jumps up on impact and, immediatelythereafter, its growth rate goes below baseline. Moreover, the steady state ef-fects on the net foreign asset position seem implausibly large. So, �nally, wego on to show that the introduction of external habit formation solves bothproblems. The initial build up in expenditure is gradual and the size of e�ectson the steady state is much diminished. Therefore, we conclude that a simpleBlanchard-Yaari model of a small, open, endowment economy, with habit for-mation and traded and non-traded goods, goes a long way in explaining theadjustment of the converging countries to the euro.
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1 INTRODUCTIONParticipation in a monetary union entails manifold and complex consequences. The issue isof particular importance in Europe, where twelve EU Member States1 have already adoptedthe euro as their single currency. Even disregarding the important fact that economic andpolitical integration are co-determined and co-evolutionary, participation in the euro areaa�ects trade and �nancial integration, business cycle synchronization and the patterns ofspecialization. It also a�ects institutions, and the structure and behavior of product andlabor markets (see Mongelli and Vega (2006) and references therein for comprehensive sur-veys of the relevant issues and available evidence). Moreover, macroeconomic adjustmentto the prospect of participation in the euro area is a topical issue for the new MemberStates which joined the European Union in 2004.2In this paper, we will argue that, for countries like Greece, Spain, Ireland, Italy andPortugal (which we will refer to as converging countries) an important aspect of the processof adjustment to participation in the euro area is associated with easier access to �nance fordomestic economic agents. The most evident aspect of such a process is the convergenceof short and long term interest rates to the relatively low levels prevailing in Germanyand other low interest rates European countries. Nevertheless, it is clear that, from theviewpoint of converging countries, participation in the euro area entails easier access tointernational �nancial markets and is also associated with the broader processes of �nancialliberalization and �nancial integration. In our view, the focus on the �nancial dimensionof participation in the euro area can be justi�ed by two considerations. First, comparedwith other e�ects from euro area participation interest rate convergence and �nancialintegration are easy to document on the basis of available statistical information andhappened relatively fast. Second, from a macroeconomic point of view, the e�ects are likelyto be large and signi�cant. As we document below, economic trends in the convergingcountries were signi�cantly di�erent from those registered in countries like Germany orcountries more closely integrated with Germany like Belgium, The Netherlands, Finland,France, Luxembourg and Austria. In particular, we �nd that the convergence of interestrates has been associated with a boom in household expenditures accompanied by a sizeablebuild-up in household debt. This higher expenditure appears not to have had marked e�ectson output but instead to have been re�ected in a deterioration in the current accountbalance and in the net foreign asset position and to have been accompanied by a notableappreciation of these countries intra euro area real exchange rates. In an earlier paper(Fagan and Gaspar (2005)), we examined the e�ects of a permanent fall in interest rates1Belgium, Greece, Spain, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Austria,Portugal and Finland. In March 2006, Slovenia and Lithuania requested the European Commission andthe European Central Bank, the preparation of a Convergence Report, examining whether a high degree ofsustainable convergence has already been achieved, enabling their participating in the euro area. Followingthe required procedures it was found that Slovenia satis�ed the required criteria. Slovenia will participatein the euro area from January 2007.2Czech Republic, Estonia, Cyprus, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, Poland, Slovenia and Slovakia4



in the context of a dynamic general equilibrium model of a small open economy, withtraded and non-traded sectors and a number of frictions, such as a adjusment costs forinvestment and sticky prices. Again, the results indicated a notable deterioration in thecurrent account balance following the initial impulse. The response of output to the shockwas found to be slow and gradual while the dynamics of the current account and priceswere dominated by the pattern of consumption.Blanchard and Giavazzi (2002) explore the implications of entry into the euro area forcountries such as Portugal and Greece via �nancial and goods market integration. For thispurpose, they use a two-period, two country model. They modelled �nancial integrationinto the Euro Area as a decline in the exogenous risk premium in domestic interest rates,in the high interest rate country. Their main �nding is that the fall in interest rates isassociated with an increase in the current account de�cit in borrowing countries, and with awider cross-country dispersion of current account balances. While the framework providespowerful insights, a problem with the two-period setup is that it provides no information onthe crucial aspect of the dynamics of the adjustment path, e.g. the persistence of currentaccount de�cits and the duration of convergence towards steady state equilibrium.Against this background, we argue that standard intertemporal macroeconomic frame-works, even abstracting from the production side of the economy, can go a long way inexplaining the key features of this adjustment process. Speci�cally, we consider the com-bination of a simple endowment economy models, with a household sector, modelled alongthe lines of Blanchard (1985) and Yaari (1965). Such a model is uniquely suited to illus-trate the importance of intertemporal expenditure e�ects which we believe are crucial forthe case at hand. We consider the case with two goods (traded and non-traded). We willargue that such simple variants are already capable of capturing most salient, qualitativefeatures of adjustment, present in much more complicated intertemporal models. Specif-ically, in the two goods endowment economy, the fall in the opportunity cost of external�nancing leads to an initial increase in expenditure followed by slow adjustment to thenew lower steady state as foreign debt accumulates. In our model, the real exchange rate(de�ned as the relative price of non-tradable goods) follows exactly the path of aggregateexpenditure. In other words, it increases initially (there is real appreciation) followed by agradual decline to a level lower than in the initial steady state.The analysis we perform for the endowment economy with non-traded goods is in thespirit of Obstfeld and Rogo� (2004). They also use a endowment economy framework, withtraded and non-traded goods to discuss the real exchange rate implications of changingexpenditure patterns. They focus on the implications of relocating expenditure in theglobal economy. From changing geographical patterns of expenditure implications for realexchange rates follow. In this paper, we focus instead on the implications for real exchangerates from di�erent intertemporal patterns of expenditure, endogenously generated bychanges in a country's access to external �nancing. In our analysis, we focus on thecase of the small open economy which enters a monetary union. The economy faces an5



exogenously given traded-goods price (which for convenience we will keep constant) and aninterest rate which is determined by the "world " (or, more speci�cally, area-wide) interestrate plus an exogenous risk premium. The shock resulting from �nancial integration intothe monetary union is modelled - following Blanchard and Giavazzi - as a reduction in thisexogenous risk premium.The basic version of the model which we employ has the undesirable feature that,following the shock of entry into the monetary union, consumption jumps immediatelyand by a substantial magnitude before slowly converging to its new steady state. Thisproperty is at odds with the rather gradual pattern of adjustment which can be seen in thedata. The pattern observed in the data might be explained in a number of ways. First, aswe document below, expectations regarding the creation of the monetary union and theparticipation of particular countries evolved during the course of the 1990s in response topolitical and economic developments. Hence, modelling EMU entry as a sharp one-o� eventas done in this paper is a simpli�cation. Second, for the countries we are examining, EMUrepresented a new regime, so that agents may have required time to learn about the newenvironment, a phenomenon which would be expected to lead to a gradual adjustment onthe part of agents. Third, agents's expenditures may in any case be subject to an inherentsluggishness, re�ecting various types of adjustment costs or habit persistence.In order to obtain a realistic pattern of adjustment in a convenient and tractable waywe extend the basic model by incorporating habit formation into the consumer's optimisa-tion problem. Here we take a variant of the simplest version of habit formation from Abel(1990), Campbell and Cochrane (1999) and Carroll, Overland, and Weil (2000). In oursetup, habits are "external " or of the "keeping up with the Joneses " variety, and dependon average consumption in the economy as a whole. It is documented in the literature thathabit formation not only helps to explain the persistence in consumption it also contributesto sorting out a number of important empirical �nance puzzles. Moreover, available empir-ical evidence (for example, Gruber (2004)) suggests that the addition of habit formationleads to a signi�cant improvements in the empirical performance of intertertemporal cur-rent account models such as the one employed in this paper. While, following the pioneeringwork of Mansoorian (1993), the inclusion of habit formation in in�nitely lived agent modelsis straightforward and widely used, its incorporation into a Blanchard-Yaari setup involvesa number of additional complexities and is rarely employed in the literature. Examplesare Obstfeld (1992) and Velculescu (2006) who incorporate habit formation into one-sectoropen economy models. The introduction of habit formation into our model changes theresults in two important ways: First, and as expected, we obtain a gradual build up ofaggregate expenditure in the short to medium term. Second, and more surprisingly, wederive smaller e�ects in steady state. The latter e�ect is also very helpful as the steadystate predictions from the simpler formulation look implausibly large.The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review some stylized facts in orderto motivate our analysis. In Section 3, we present our model. In Section 4, we present6



numerical simulations for the case with traded and non-traded goods case, contrastingresults with and without habit formation. Section 5 concludes.2 SOME STYLISED FACTS.The creation of the monetary union in Europe in 1999 was preceded by a process of nominalconvergence among the participating countries. In 1996, for example, nominal long terminterest rates ranged from a high of 14.5 percent in Greece to 4.5 percent in Germany.Today spreads between the highest and lowest Government bond yields is of the order of30 basis points. Similarly, the highest-lowest spread in short-term interest rates amountedto 10.5 percentage points in 1996. Currently, this spread is e�ectively zero. Of course, asigni�cant component of the convergence in nominal interest rates across countries re�ecteda convergence of expected in�ation across countries. However, the evidence shows that realinterest rates were also signi�cantly a�ected. While reliable measures of real long termrates at the country level are not available for this period, the evidence from measures ofreal short-term interest rates (nominal rates minus actual in�ation) points to a signi�cantconvergence in the period leading to monetary union although much less marked than inthe case of nominal rates. In 1996, for example, real short term rates in excess of 4% werecommon in a number of current EMU member countries while, for other so-called corecountries (or, in our prefered wording reference countries) real short term interest ratesbetween 1 and 2 percent were the order of the day. After the start of the single monetarypolicy real interest rate di�erentials re�ected di�erences in in�ation among participatingMember States.This evidence thus suggests those countries which experienced a decline in their interestrates as a result of the move to EMU, experienced a signi�cant and permanent reductionin the �nancing costs available to their domestic economic agents. This process happenedrather quickly and also appears to have contained a large unanticipated element. Forexample, according to various EMU calculators, the probability that some of these countrieswould enter EMU in 1999 was judged by markets to be signi�cantly below 50% as late as1996 (see for example, Favero, Giavazzi, Iacone, and Tabellini (2000) and Bates (1999)).What were the economic e�ects of the decline in interest rates on the countries con-cerned? A full country-by-country account would need to re�ect, in a comprehensive way,the various shocks and country-speci�cities a�ecting the di�erent economies over this pe-riod in order to disentangle the separate contribution of interest rate convergence fromother shocks. One possible approach would be to carry out counterfactual simulations us-ing macromodels of individual countries A problem with this approach is that the resultsare heavily dependent on the model speci�cation employed (Berben, Locarno, Morgan,and Valles (2004)). An alternative approach would be to attempt to use country speci�cVARs to identify the impact of the interest rate shock. However, this approach too has a7



number of limitations. VAR results are often sensitive to the chosen identi�cation schemeand, moreover, it is not clear that it would be possible to identify shocks of the kind we areinterested in - permanent changes in �nancing costs - using VAR methodologies. More-over, given the unique nature of the EMU experiment, it is not at all clear that empiricalestimates based on average behaviour over past data would give an accurate picture of theimpacts involved.In the light of these di�culties, we follow an alternative approach. Speci�cally, werely on a more informal event study method which aims at identifying some broad stylizedfacts regarding the impact of interest rate convergence. We start by separating the euroarea countries into two groups on the basis of the relative nominal and real interest ratesprevailing in the mid 1990s. The �rst group comprises low interest rate countries Germany,Belgium, France, the Netherlands and Austria3. In common with the usual parlance, wehenceforth denote this group as core countries. The second group comprises countrieswhich, initially, had relatively high interest rates: Spain, Ireland, Italy and Portugal4. Wecall this group the converging countries. We do not include Greece in this latter group sinceit entered the euro area only in 2001, some two years later than the other countries5. Witha view to identifying pertinent general features of the data, and as far as possible reducingthe e�ects of country-speci�c noise, we calculate, for each economic variable, a pair oftime series based on arithmetic (equally weighted) averages within the groups. Then, witha view to controlling for the possible e�ects of common shocks across all countries, wecompare the di�erences across these averaged country groups. Thus, the analysis belowwill be based on the analysis of cross-group di�erences in the behaviour of the variables ofinterest. Clearly, both the cross-sectional and time dimensions of the data are too limitedto allow for robust statistical analysis. Nonetheless, we believe that taking this perspectiveon the data does yield some useful and novel insights into the e�ects of the interest rateconvergence process. Details of the data sources are presented in the Appendix 1.On the basis of the information derived from these calculations, the following featuresof the data are highlighted as key stylized facts:First, and unsurprisingly, there was clearly a convergence of nominal and real interestrates. Charts 1 and 2 show respectively the evolution of nominal short-term and long-term interest rates in the two country groups. Convergence is evident. As regards realinterest rates, there are no reliable measures of long-term real interest rates for the countriesconcerned. We can however easily calculate real ex-post short term interest rates. Therelevant data is shown in Chart 3. Strong convergence in real rates across the two countrygroups occurred up to 1999 with the average di�erential close to zero compared to around3We do not include Luxembourg in our analysis due to di�culties with data availability.4We do not include Finland in either group. This re�ects the fact that it only joined the EU in 1994and the evolution of its economy over part of the period under review is heavily distorted by special factors(such as the recovery from the sharp recession recorded in the early 1990s).5We have replicated the analysis including Greece in the converging group. We �nd that the conclusionsderived in this section are not sensitive to the exclusion of Greece. Details are available on request fromthe authors. 8



290 basis points in 1996. With nominal short rates identical across countries followingthe move to monetary union, subsequent real interest rate di�erentials re�ected in�ationdi�erentials. As a consequence, real interest rates in the converging countries fell belowthose in the core, and from 2002 on, turned negative see(ECB (2003) for a further analysisof this phenomenon). In the analytical exercises, carried out in the next two sections,the fall in interest rates will be the impulse trigering the subsequent adjustment of theeconomy.We may summarize these remarks as our �rst stylized fact:(1) As part of the process of adjustment to participation in the euro area, a numberof converging economies bene�ted from signi�cantly lower nominal and real interest rates,with the former converging to those of the other participants in the euro area.Second, a notable feature of the data is the marked di�erence across country groupsin the behaviour of household expenditures (consumption plus housing investment). Theconverging countries experienced a boom in household expenditures. This was re�ecteda more rapid decline in the household savings ratio (Chart 4) in the converging group.Housing investment (Chart 5) also boomed, rising as a share of GDP by 4 percentagepoints. In contrast, as a percentage of GDP, housing investment fell somewhat over thisperiod in the reference countries.(2) Household expenditures increased signi�cantly leading to a fall in households' savingsratio.Third, related to the previous point, there was a sharp rise in household indebtednessin the converging countries (Chart 6). Between 1995 and 2004, the ratio of household debtto GDP doubled whereas in the reference group the increase was much more muted. Itis interesting to note that initially, the level of debt to GDP in the converging countrieswas well below the level in the reference group. The resulting di�erence in credit growththus lead to a convergence in debt levels over the period. (see ECB (2005a) for furtheranalysis).(3) Credit to households grew strongly leading to a sharp increase in households' debt,converging to the levels prevailing in the reference countries.Non-housing investment also rose in converging countries altough its increase was lessmarked than in the case of housing investment. Upto 2000, non-housing investment rosein both country groups, driven mainly by cyclical factors, with the rise being more rapidin the converging group. Thereafter, this form of investment declined as a share of GDPat a broadly comparable rate in both groups. (Chart 7).(4) Non-housing investment also rose in the converging countries relative to the coregroup, albeit less notably than housing investment.Turning to output, over the whole period, GDP growth was around 1 percentage pointhigher in the converging countries. Surprisingly growth di�erentials tended to narrow (see9



Chart 8) to levels which were low by historical standards. This conclusion is con�rmedby the comprehensive review of developments in output growth across euro area countriescontained in Benalal, del Hoyo, Pierluigi, and Vidalis (2006).(5) Perhaps surprisingly, pronounced changes in GDP growth di�erentials are not aprominent feature of the data.With relative output growth stable or declining and domestic demand rising vigorouslyin relative terms, there were notable di�erences in the behaviour of the current accountbalances and the evolution of net foreign assets across the two groups of countries (Charts9 and 10). Over the whole period, the average current account balance was basically stableat a level of around 2 percent of GDP in the reference countries. In sharp contrast, thecurrent account balance in the converging countries, declined steadily through the periodending the period with a de�cit of around 5% of GDP. The increased dispersion currentaccount balances across euro area, and the associated weakening of standard Feldstein-Horioka correlations, has been highlighted by Blanchard and Giavazzi (2002) as one of thekey macroeconomic e�ects of the increased �nancial integration resulting from the creationof the euro.This pattern in current account balances is also re�ected in the evolution of net foreignassets. According to data presented in Lane and Milesi-Ferreti (2006) the ratio of netforeign assets to GDP in the reference countries increased slightly over the period 1995-2004. In contrast, in the converging countries, re�ecting cumulated current accountedde�cits, the net foreign asset ratio declined by over 30 GDP percentage points (see Chart9). (6) Converging countries current accounts turned into a large de�cit position implyingthe accumulation of a substantial negative net foreign asset position during the period.A striking feature of the data is the sharp and continuing appreciation of the realexchange rate of the converging countries vis-à-vis the core group. Our measure of the realexchange rate is based on Eurostat comparative consumer price indices shown in Chart12. is relative consumer prices in the converging versus the core group. This is basedon Eurostat data on comparative price levels. On this measure, the real exchange ratein 2005 was 20% higher than its level in 1995. By de�nition, this appreciation re�ecteda persistent in�ation di�erential between the two country groups (Chart 11). In�ationdi�erentials in the euro area have been the subject of extensive study by both researchersand o�cial organisations. The existing literature suggests that a number of factors are atplay, including country-speci�c shocks, the e�ects of integration of goods markets resultingin price convergence, Balassa-Samuelson e�ects, cyclical divergences, in�ation persistenceand structural di�erences across economies which result in di�erential responses to externalshocks (see ECB (2003) for a review of the various factors). However, the available evidencealso suggests that interest rate convergence has played a prominent role (ECB (2005b)).(7) Converging countries recorded sharp real appreciation.10



Before summarising our �ndings, it is useful to look in more detail at one of the moststriking features, and one which will play a central role in the analsis below, namely therelative behaviour of the current account balances and particularly the sharp deteriorationin the current account of the converging countries. A useful way of looking at this questionis to examine the sectoral balances which constitute the counterparts of the current account.The standard national accounts identity which links the current account to savings andinvestment
CA = S − Imay be further decomposed into

CA = (T − G) + (SH − IH) + (Sc − IC)This tells us that the current account surplus may be accounted for by three counter-parts. The �rst is net lending by the government (G− T ), or, in more usual parlance, the�scal de�cit. The second element is net lending by the household sector (SH − IH), whichis the di�erence between gross savings by households and their investment expenditures(mainly on housing). The remaining component - which we calculate as a residual - is netlending by �rms, de�ned in an analogous manner.Chart 13 provides data on this decomposition for our two country groups. A �rststriking feature is that there was little di�erence across the country groups in the average�scal balances which follow paths which are close to each other over the whole period underreview. The di�erent paths of the current balance are thus entirely re�ected in di�erencesin net lending of the private sector (both households and �rms), with each componentcontributing to the relative deterioration of the current account in the converging countries.At this stage, we summarise the main �ndings as follows. The process of interest rateconvergence was accompanied by a boom in �nal expenditures of households (re�ectingboth standard consumption expenditure and housing investment) in the converging coun-tries. This was accompanied by a sharp rise in the household debt ratio. Non-housinginvestment also increased in relative terms but the di�erences across country groups werenot as sizeable. In contast, �scal balances were remarkably similar across the two groupsof countries. Overall output growth di�erentials, however, did not increase. The boom indomestic expenditure fueled by credit growth triggered a deterioration the current accountbalance and a build up of foreign debt. In addition, the converging countries experi-enced a sizeable real appreciation vis-à-vis the core group. Our evidence thus con�rms theanalysis of Lane (2006) who points out that the convergence of interest rates "generatedrapid growth in lending and local housing booms in the favoured countries, with the sharpincrease in demand contributing to in�ationary pressures".11



Is it possible to explain these facts using an analytical, intertemporal general equilib-rium model? Given that changes in overall economic activity do not appear to have been adominant element in the adjustment to lower interest rates in the converging countries, webelieve it is worthwhile to look at simple endowment economy models. Hence, the questionwe will try to answer in the remainder of the paper is: given improved access to �nancingin converging countries re�ected in lower interest rates facing agents, is it possible to usean intertemporal, endowment economy model to explain facts two, three, six and seven (asstated above)? We will �nd that the answer is a quali�ed yes.3 BLANCHARD-YAARI HOUSEHOLDS IN AN ENDOW-MENT ECONOMY WITH HABIT FORMATION.3.1 DEMOGRAPHICS AND INSURANCE MARKETSOverlapping generations models are used to study aggregate implications from intertem-poral optimization on the part of households. The most tractable model available in theliterature is due to Blanchard (1985) and Yaari (1965). We will start this section follow-ing Blanchard (1985) and Blanchard and Fisher (1989) quite closely. In the model timeis treated as a continuous variable. This assumption is made for analytical convenienceonly6. The model is based on two fundamental sets of assumptions. The �rst characterizesdemographics. We assume a constant probability of death, independent of age, and denoteit by ρ. Agents thus have the same life expectancy, regardless of their age. Due to thisassumption the model is often referred to as a model of perpetual youth. It is convenient towork under the further assumption that population is constant over time. Thus, we assumethat, each period, a new (large) cohort of people are born and that the size of such cohort isconstant over time (and has always been so). If we as a simplifying assumption, normalizethe size of each cohort at birth to be ρ, it follows that the size of total population is nor-malized to one (which is convenient). In general, working out aggregate implications fromintertemporal optimization on the part of households, is very di�cult in overlapping gen-erations models. The reason is that households of di�erent ages will di�er not only in theiraccumulated wealth but also (given di�erences in life expectancy) in their propensity toconsume out of wealth. Perpetual youth simpli�es matters by doing away with the secondcomplication, thus allowing for relatively simple aggregation across households. Moreover,the explicit allowance of births a�ects patterns of expenditure over time in interestingways. The second fundamental set of assumptions relates to the availability of a perfectlycompetitive insurance annuities market. Given the demographic assumptions made thereis individual risk concerning the timing of death but no aggregate risk. Therefore, thereis room for insurance. Speci�cally, the idea is that individuals will enter a contract with6Frenkel and Razin (1996) present a discrete time version of the model. Many times when performingnumerical simulation exercises a discrete time version of the model is used.12



insurance companies stipulating that, in case of death, the insurance company will receivethe individual's wealth. In exchange, the insurance company will pay the individual anamount equal to ρ times the amount of wealth in case of survival (competition ensures thatsuch actuarially fair terms will be on o�er). We make two further simplifying assumptions.The �rst is that each period all agents, irrespective of age, receive an endowment, in theform of a constant �ow ωT units of a traded good and ωN units of a non-traded good.Both goods are non-storable. The traded good may be bought or sold on world marketsand an exogenous world price, we, for convenience, we set to unity. Agents may borrowfrom or lend at the interest rate r which - given our open economy assumption - is exoge-nously given by the world interest rate plus an exogenous risk premium. In addition, asa further simplifying assumption, we postulate that preferences can be represented by atime-separable lograthmitic utility function with θ denoting the intertemporal rate of timepreference.Let us start by writing down our demographic assumptions explicitly. Given the as-sumed constant mortality rate ρ the probability of dying at age t equals:
f(t) = ρ exp(−ρt).Given that f(t) is the probability density function corresponding to dying at time t itis a standard matter to show that life expectancy is simply ρ−1, which may be interpretedas the relevant economic horizon of economic agents. Given our assumption of mortalityrates independent of age it is the case that this horizon is the same for all agents alive. Foreach individual household the timing of death is uncertain but we also assume that eachage cohort has a su�ciently large number of individuals so that the law of large numbersexactly applies. In other words, in each period an eaxct ρ proportion of the population dies.It is this absence of aggregate risk that makes it possible to assume a perfectly competitiveannuities market, o�ering actuarially fair terms to households.In the remainder of this paper, unless otherwise stated, we will use small caps to denotevariables pertaining to individuals, while capital letters will be used for aggregate variables.3.2 A REPRESENTATIVEHOUSEHOLD INTERTEMPORALPROB-LEM.We are now ready to write down the problem of a representative household of cohort t. As inall standard applications of theory, households will maximize their expected utility. In oursetting, with two goods, one traded good and one non-traded good, logarithmic preferencesand habit formation, the household will maximize the present, expected discounted valueof utility, which may be written as:

max
cT
t

,cN
t

Et





∞
∫

t

log (cs − µHs) exp (−θ(s − t)) ds
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with cs being given by a Cobb-Douglas composite of traded and non-traded goods:
cs = κ(cT

s )α(cN
s )1−αwhere t and s denote time, cT

t and cN
t denote respectively the consumption of tradedand non-traded goods, Hs denotes the habit variable, and θ is the subjective discountfactor while κ is a parameter. Thus the instantaneous utility of the consumer depends notjust on the level of consumption but rather on the level of relative to some reference level,a "normal " or habit consumption level (Hs). Since, in the model, the only uncertaintypertains to the timing of death the objective of the household may be written more simply,using our demographic assumptions to calculate expected values, as:

max
cT
t

,cN
t

∞
∫

t

log (cs − µHs) exp (−(θ + ρ)(s − t)) ds.Each household faces a budget constraint, which we may write in the form of accumu-lation of assets or, if negative, debts. Speci�cally:
dft

dt
= (r + ρ)ft + pT

t (ωT − cT
t ) + pN

t (ωN − cN
t ).The budget equation is intuitive. The individual household accumulates assets in ac-cordance with the private rate of return on past assets, given by the sum of the interestrate with the compensation for the probability of death plus the sum of the value of en-dowment minus consumption expenditure. As we have indicated above we will assumeexternal habit formation so that the individual household takes the sequence of [Hs]

s=∞
s=tas given. In particular, in line with, for example, Carroll, Overland, and Weil (2000), weassume that the stock of habit - which is common across consumers - evolves according to:

Ḣt = γ(Ct − Ht)where Ctis aggregate consumption. This equation implies that the reference habitlevel depends on a geometrically weighted average of current and past consumption in theeconomy, a form of "keeping up with the Joneses ".In what follows we will let pT be the numeraire and set it to 1. Letting zt = pT
t cT

t +pN
t cN

twe can express the intratemporal �rst order conditions for cT and cN as:
cT
t = αztand

pN
t cN

t = (1 − α)zt14



These expressions enable us to de�ne a dual price index for aggregate consumption,
pt

7. The budget constraint then becomes:
dft

dt
= (r + ρ)ft + ωT + pN

t ωN − ptct.Applying the maximum principle to solve the consumer's optimisation problem, weobtain the following dynamic �rst order conditions:
1

ct − µHt
= λtpt (1)

λ̇t = λt(θ − r) (2)where λt is the costate variable.Letting xt = ptct − µptHt - a variable which may be described as nominal e�ectiveconsumption - these �rst-order conditions together with the budget constraint and thetransversality condition lead, after tedious but straightforward manipulation, to the indi-vidual household's consumption function:
xt = (θ + ρ)

(

ft +
ωT

r + ρ
+

∫ ∞

0

ys exp (−(r + ρ)(s − t)) ds

)where yt = pN
t ωN − µptHt.Aggregating across households we get:

Xt = (θ + ρ)

(

Ft +
ωT

r + ρ
+

∫ ∞

0

Ys exp (−(r + ρ)(s − t)) ds

)

.The corresponding equation of motion for the aggregate foreign asset position is:
dFt

dt
= rFt + ωT + Yt − Xt3.3 THE DYNAMICS OF THE AGGREGATE ECONOMY.Aggregating the relations obtained in the previous subsection, and substantially workingon the resulting equations, it is possible to obtain a system of equations describing theaggregate dynamics of the economy. The system consists of three di�erential equationsand two additional de�nitional equations:

Ẋt = (r − θ)Xt − ρ(θ + ρ)Ft (3)7The formula for the dual price index is pt =
`

1
κ

´

“

α−α(1 − α)−(1−α)
”

pα

t p
(1−α)
n15



Ḟt = rFt + ωT − αXt − αµptHt (4)
Ḣt = γ(Ct − Ht) (5)

Xt = ptCt − µptHt. (6)
pt = φ

1
α C

1−α

α

t (7)In deriving (4) we have made use of the market clearing condition for non-tradedgoods, pN
t ωN = pN

t cN
t = (1 − α)(Xt + µptHt). (6) is a de�nition of aggregate nominale�ective consumption. Equation (7) expresses the price index as a function of aggregatereal consumption with φ being a a constant term which depends on ωN , α and κ.8Equations (3) to (7) may be reduced to a non-linear three dimensional system ofdi�erential equations in [Zt, Ft,Ht] where Zt is nominal consumption expenditure (i.e.

Zt = ptCt):
Żt =

(µγ + r − θ)Zt − µφ(γ + (r − θ))Zb
t Ht − ρ(θ + ρ)Ft

(

1 − bµφZb−1
t Ht

) (8)
Ḟt = rFt + ωT − αZt (9)
Ḣ = γ

(

1

φ
Z1−b

t − Ht

) (10)where b=1-α.As far as we are aware, no analytical solution is available for this system so it will needto be solved numerically. Before doing so, however, it is useful to gain intuition about thefunctioning of the model by examining a number of simpler special cases. For these casesclosed form analytical solutions can be derived, allowing for a detailed interpretation ofthe results. This we do in the next sections, starting with the simplest case: the singlegood case without habit formation.3.4 SINGLE GOOD WITHOUT HABITS.In this case case we have µ = γ = ωN = 0 and α = 1. Under these assumptions, the systemof di�erential equations (8), (9), (10) presented at the end of the previous sub-section canbe reduced to :
Ċt = (r − θ)Ct − ρ(θ + ρ)Ft (11)and

Ḟt = rFt + ω − Ct (12)8This equation is derived from the formula for the dual price index, the �rst-order condition for non-traded goods consumption and the the market clearing condition for non-traded goods.Speci�cally, φ =

α−α
`

1
κ

´ `

ωN
´α−1 16



This is the standard model discussed, at length, in Blanchard (1985) and Blanchard andFisher (1989). (11) and (12) constitute two linear di�erential equations determining thedynamics of consumption and the net foreign asset position of the economy. The system islinear in C and F and r < (θ +ρ) is necessary in order for it to be saddle path stable9. Thedynamics of the system may be analyzed by means of a standard phase diagram (Figure1). In order to do so it is important to depict the locus, in the space (Ft, Ct), where Ḟt = 0and also the locus where Ċt = 0. It is possible to write those respectively as:
Ḟt = 0 : Ct = ω + rFt (13)

Ċt = 0 : Ct =
ρ(ρ + θ)

r − θ
Ft (14)We can solve (13) and (14) for the steady state values of the net foreign asset positionand consumption as:

F =
(r − θ)

(θ + ρ − r) (r + ρ)
ω (15)

C =
ρ (θ + ρ)

(θ + ρ − r) (r + ρ)
ω (16)Note that a positive level of consumption implies r < θ + ρ, which is exactly thecondition for saddle path stability. In order to determine the impact of a permanentchange in the interest rate on these two variables, we di�erentiate (15) and (16) withrespect to r to obtain:

dF

dr
=

(r − θ)2 + (ρ + θ)ρ

[(θ + ρ − r) (r + ρ)]2
ω > 0 (17)

dC

dr
=

ρ (ρ + θ) (2r − θ)

[(θ + ρ − r) (r + ρ)]2
ω (18)Equation (17) shows that a fall in the interest rate will always lead to a decline in thesteady state value of the net foreign asset position. The derivative in (18) will be positiveprovided 2r > θ which will likely be the case in practice. Otherwise the implied rateof time preference would be such that the (negative) net foreign asset position would beenormous Thus, in all relevant cases, a lower interest rate will lead to a decrease in steadystate consumption.We can illustrate the adjustment process in Figure 1. We start assuming that r = θ sothat the initial value of the net foreign asset position is zero (as follows from (15)). Theinital steady state position is labelled 1. in the �gure. In the initial steady state it is clearthat consumption is constant over time and equals the endowment (as may be veri�edfrom, for example, (16)).When interest rates decline the locus, correponding to an unchanging net foreign asset9The system has two corresponding eigenvalues r + ρ > 0 and r-ρ − θ.In order for it to be saddle pathstable the second eigenvalue must be negative r-ρ − θ < 0.17



position becomes more horizontal, turning around the point C = ω. At the same time,the locus corresponding to unchanging consumption becomes visible in the Figure as anegative sloped line in the left hand side quadrant. Given the starting point it is clearthat, in steady state, the net foreign asset position becomes negative (the country resortsto foreign debt) and consumption falls. However, on impact the net foreign asset positionis pre-determined while consumption is a jump variable. In our case consumption jumpsimmediately to the level:C = ρ+θ
ρ+r

ω(see Figure 1, point 2). From such starting pointconsumption will monotonically decline and net foreign assets as well until, eventually, theeconomy approaches the new steady state equilibrium (point 3 on Figure 1).To repeat the economy converges to a new steady state in which debt is higher thaninitially while consumption is lower. In short, what we see, in this simple example, is aform of consumption boom, as consumption signi�cantly increases initially. Subsquently,it gradually declines until it reaches a steady state level lower than its initial level. It isimportant to note that the dynamics of adjustment is very slow. Speci�cally, the speed ofadjustment is ruled by r − ρ − θ which is a very small number. For example if we wereto consider a 1 percentage point drop in the cost of international �nancing (starting from
r = θ) and a life expectancy of �fty years, the half life of adjustment to the steady statewould last for over twenty years. In our simple endowment economy, the pattern stemsentirely from the dynamics of consumption and debt accumulation and by constructiondoes not involve capital accumulation or capital adjustment costs.It is warranted to stress that such a very simple model is apt to reproduce qualitativelymany of the stylized facts described in secton 2. Expenditure does increase initially, savingsdecline and a persistent current account emerges leading to a signi�cant decline in thenet foreign asset position. Therefore, the single good endowment model without habitformation already captures the essence of the intertemporal adjustment mechanism. Themain limitations of the story have to do with the sudden initial jump in consumption andthe extremely large predicted changes in the steady state net foreign asset position. Suchenormous external debts have never been observed historically. In the next section wewill see how habit formation helps along both these dimensions. In addition, since themodel relates by construction to a single good economy, it has nothing to say about thereal exchange rate, an important feature of the adjustment in the data, as was shown inSection 2.3.5 SINGLE GOOD WITH HABITS.Now, for the purposes of exposition, let us introduce external habit formation into theeconomy while retaining the single-good assumption. This is achieved by setting 0 < µ < 1and γ > 0 while keeping α = 1 and ωN = 0. The introduction of external habit formationchanges signi�cantly the dynamics of the economy. Speci�cally the system of two equations(12) and (11) in the previous sub-section is replaced by the following system of three18



equations:
Ċt = (r + µγ − θ)Ct + µ(θ − r − γ)Ht − ρ(ρ + θ)Ft (19)

Ḟt = rFt + ω − Ct (20)
Ḣt = γ(Ct − Ht) (21)It is important to note that the equation describing the evolution of the net foreignasset position (20) is exactly as before (12). The main di�erence is given by the equationof motion for consumption. The implication is going to be a more gradual build up of con-sumption, in response to the reduction in interest rates. More surprisingly, the introductionof habit formation leads to a reduction in the magnitude of the steady state impacts onconsumption and the net foreign asset position. The intuition is discussed below. Both ofthese features of the model with habits help to better mimic the stylized facts reported inSection 2.As before, in order to solve for steady state values we impose that Ẋt = 0 for all statevariables (C, F, H). It is clear from (21) that, in steady state consumption will be exactlyequal to the stock of habits. Thus, we don't need to worry about determining the steadystate value of the stock of habits. Solving the system for C and F leads to:
C =

ρ(ρ + θ)

∆
ω (22)where ∆ = −(1 − µ)r2 + (1 − µ)rθ + ρ(ρ + θ). Similarly the expression for F may bewritten as:

F =
(1 − µ)(r − θ)

∆
ω (23)From (22) and (23) it may be veri�ed that the expressions reduce, as expected, to thecase without habit formation for the case µ = 0. From these equations it is straigthforwardto derive the e�ect of a change in interest rates on steady state values. Speci�cally:

dC

dr
=

(1 − µ) (2r − θ)ρ (ρ + θ)

∆2
ω (24)

dF

dr
=

(1 − µ)(r − θ)2 + (ρ + θ)ρ

∆2
ω > 0 (25)Given that we have 0 < µ < 1 the �rst derivative in (24) will be positive providedthat 2r > θ,the same condition as we had in the previous section. The fact that the term(1-µ) appears in the numerator of both equations makes it plausible that the introductionof external habit formation will contribute to mitigate the impact of interest rate changeson steady state values. This conjecture is con�rmed by a more careful examination of the19



relevant expressions. The intuition for this result is as follows. In the model, the Eulerequation of individual consumption implies that, when θ 6= r, the consumption pro�le of anindividual household with either be increasing over time (if θ < r) or decreasing over time( (if θ > r). The consumer will therefore choose a path for consumption with this pro�lewhich satis�es his intertemporal budget constraint. In steady state consumption per capitais constant and, thus, Ḣ = 0. When habits are introduced, the utility of the consumerdepends on the di�erence between consumption and the level of habit, which in the steadystate will be given by µC > 0, where C is aggregate consumption. This implies that,compared to the case without habits, they will prefer a �atter pro�le of consumption (i.e.the will not want to their consumption to deviate �too much� from average consumptionin the economy). The �atter pro�le of consumption implies that households will acquireless debt over their lifetimes and thus, aggregating over cohorts, aggregate steady state netforeign debt will be lower. This is why steady state e�ects are reduced by habit formation.Of course, it is immediately intuitive that external habit formation will moderate the initialadjustment and spread it over time. The intuition here is even simpler since habits are apre-determined variable. Hence, external habit formation allows us to satisfactorily answertwo of the reservations we have raised at the end of section 3.4.3.6 TRADED AND NONTRADED GOODS WITHOUT HABITS.We now consider a variant of the model with traded and non-traded goods but still disre-garding habit formation. This corresponds to setting ωN > 0, 0 < α < 1 with µ = γ = 0.Letting Zt denote aggregate nominal consumption expenditure (ptCt), (8) collapses to:
Żt = (r − θ)Zt − ρ(θ + ρ)Ft (26)The foreign asset accumulation (9) equation simpli�es to:

Ḟt = rFt + ωT − αZt (27)The equations (27) and (26) are analogous to the equations (12) and (11) that weobtained in the sub-section 3.4. for the single good case. The only di�erence is thatconsumption expenditure is measured in nominal terms and the coe�cient α in the equationof motion of the net foreign asset position. This di�erence is immediately intuitive oncewe recognize that the relevant in�uence for the accumulation of foreign assets is given bythe economy's net supply of tradable goods in world markets.As before it is convenient to compute the steady state values of Ft and Zt. In order todo so we follow exacly the steps we used in the earlier section and �nd the relation betweenFt and Zt that is compatible with unchanging values for each of the variables:20



Ḟt = 0 : Zt =
ωT

α
+

r

α
Ft (28)

Żt = 0 : Zt =
ρ(ρ + θ)

r − θ
Ft (29)Equations (28) and (29) are analogous to the corresponding expressions in the previoussection (with the quali�cation that α appears on the denominator of (28). Solving thesystem for the steady state values of the variables F∗ and Z∗ allows us to write:

F ∗ =
r − θ

(θ + ρ − r) (r + ρα) − (1 − α)rρ
ωT (30)

Z∗ =
ρ (θ + ρ)

(θ + ρ − r) (r + ρα) − (1 − α)rρ
ωT (31)It may be veri�ed that equations (30) and equation (31) reduce to the correspondingexpressions in section 3.4 in case α = 1 (i.e. when all goods are traded). We may nowcalculate the derivative of F∗ and Z∗ with respect to the interest rate, in order to obtainthe response of the steady state values of the net foreign asset position and consumptionto a change in interest rates. The result may be written as:

dF ∗

dr
=

(r − θ)2 + αρ(ρ + θ)

[(θ + ρ − r) (r + ρα) − (1 − α)rρ]2
ωT (32)

dZ∗

dr
=

ρ (ρ + θ) (2r − θ)

[(θ + ρ − r) (r + ρα) − (1 − α)rρ]2
ωT (33)where the derivatives are positive in the same conditions as before. Now for a giveninterest rate the dynamic system is linear and the conditions for saddle path stability areeasy to idendify The saddle path will be given by a straight line whose slope is determinedby the value of the normalized eigenvector (see Appendix 2, and Figure 2). Given thesepreliminary remarks we can now continue and discuss the adjustment of the economy whenfaced with a reduction in interest rates.We can illustrate the adjustment process in Figure 2. We start, as before, assumingthat r = θ so that the initial value of the net foreign asset position is zero. The initalsteady state position is labelled 1. in �gure 2. In the initial steady state it is clear thatconsumption is constant over time at the level Z = ωT

α
. As the interest rate declines, thelocus corresponding to unchanging consumption becomes visible in Figure 2 as a negativesloped line in the left hand side quadrant. Given the starting point it is clear that, in stedystate, the net foreign asset position becomes negative (the country resorts to foreign debt)and consumption expenditure falls. However, on impact the net foreign asset positionis pre-determined while expenditure is a jump variable. In our case consumption jumpsup immediately (see Figure 2, point 2)10. From this starting point nominal consumption10The fact that expenditure jumps upwards follows from the fact that the slope of the saddle path is21



and net foreign assets will decline monotonically and the economy will approach the steadystate equilibrium (point 3 on Figure 2). The adjustment is entirely analogous to the processdescribed for the case of the simple endowment economy.However, the version with non-traded goods allows us to discuss the relative priceimplications from the adjustment process. In the general case, the relative price of non-traded goods is determined by the supply and demand for these goods (see, for example,Neary (1988)), for a compact exposition). In our case, since by assumption the supply ofnon-traded goods is �xed, then the price of non-traded goods is determined in a relativelystraightforward manner by aggregate demand. To show this we note that the intratemporal�rst order condition for non-traded goods implies that:
pN

t CN
t = (1 − α)Ztwhile market clearing in the non-traded goods market requires:
CN

t = ωNThese two equations imply that:
pN

t =
(1 − α)Zt

ωN
(34)Since endowments are assumed constant over time (34) shows that there is a very simplelinear relation between aggregate expenditure and the relative price of non-traded goods.Hence, in our simple set-up, the real exchange rate jumps up on impact and subsequentlydepreciates very gradually, in line with the slowdown in domestic expenditure (see Figure2). The new steady state value of the real exchange rate is lower (more depreciated) thanin the initial steady-state. This re�ects the operation of a 'transfer e�ect' whereby thehigher steady state level of foreign debt depresses domestic expenditure, leading to a lowernon-traded goods price.4 NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS FORA TWOGOODS ECON-OMY.We now turn to the version of the model outlined at the start of Section 3, equations (8)to (10), which includes both traded and non-traded goods as well as habit formation. We�rst analyse steady state e�ects, which are relatively straightforward. However, as regardsdynamics, as far as we are aware, analytical solutions to this non-linear equation systemare not available so we examine the model's properties by use of numerical simulations. Bygreater than the slope of the line connecting the points of unchanging net foreign asset position given by(28). (see Appendix). 22



way of comparison and in order to show the e�ects of habit formation, we compare resultswith the results obtained in the previous section (for a model with two goods but withouthabit formation). In the simulations reported below, the time period is annual.Setting Ẋ , Ḟ and Ḣ to zero, we can show that the steady state is given by
Z∗ =

ρ(ρ + θ)

αρ(θ + ρ) − r(r − θ)(1 − µ)
ωT

F ∗ =
(r − θ)(1 − µ)

αρ(θ + ρ) − r(r − θ)(1 − µ)
ωTwhere, as before, Zt = ptCt. We see immediately, that when habit formation is sup-pressed, (i.e. µ = 0) we obtain exactly the same results as in the previous section. Di�er-entiating these expressions with respect to r, we obtain:

dZ∗

dr
=

(2r − θ)(1 − µ)ρ(θ + ρ)

[αρ(ρ + θ) − r(r − θ)(1 − µ)]2
ωT

dF ∗

dr
=

(1 − µ)
(

αρ(θ + ρ) + (1 − µ)(r − θ)2
)

[αρ(ρ + θ) − r(r − θ)(1 − µ)]2
ωTThe second expression is always positive while the �rst is positive for 2r > θ (the samecondition we had earlier). Comparing the expression for dZ∗

dr
with the corresponding resultfor the case without habit, we see immediately that for r < θ it is smaller, i.e. the long-runresponse of consumer expenditure is less under habit formation. As regards foreign assets,consider the behaviour of the ratio F ∗

Z∗ . Clearly, the response of this ratio to changes in r isless under habit formation. Thus, to summarize, we obtain the same qualitative long-rune�ects from the decline in interest rates with and without habit formation. Following afall in interest rates, expenditure falls while foreign debt rises in the long-run. However,the magnitudes of the long-run e�ects are smaller under habit formation.Turning to the dynamics, as in any numerical simulation exercise it is important toexamine the sensitivity of the results for di�erent parameter values. For this purpose, welinearise the system around the post-shock steady state and examine the dynamics of thelinearised system over a wide grid of plausible parameter values11.The main results of this sensitivity analysis are as follows.First, in all cases, the saddle-path property was satis�ed. Thus for every case, one ofthe roots had a positive real part while the remaining roots had negative real parts.Second, in around 9% of cases, the roots took the form of complex conjugates. Complexroots are typically associated with values of µ > 0.8.11A total of just over 20,000 di�erent cases were considered. The range of parameters considered was:
r ∈ [0.03, 0.07],ρ ∈ [0.01, 0.05],α ∈ [0.1, 0.9],µ ∈ [0.1, 0.9],γ ∈ [0.1, 1.0].23



Third, in all cases, both real consumption (C) and nominal consumption (Z) jumpedupwards on impact. The magnitude of the initial jump however varied greatly dependingon the parameter values. In general the size of the jump in consumption is increasing in αbut decreasing in µ, γ, r, ρ.Fourth, the speed of adjustment to the steady state varied signi�cantly across parametersets. In particular, higher values of ρ - i.e. reduced life expectancy - are associated morerapid adjustment in line with what we found in Section 3.4. Increases in the values of allof the other parameters also led to faster adjustment, though less strongly than in the caseof ρ.With this background, we now present simulations of the model. The shock we con-sider is a permanent reduction in the interest rate r from 5% to 4%. To implement theshock, we choose a set of parameters which we believe to be plausible. We begin with theintertemporal rate of time preference θ, which we set to 5 per cent. This speci�c choice ismotivated by our desire to match data on net foreign assets. From the steady state resultsgiven earlier, we know that a rate of time preference equal to the interest rate implies alevel of net foreign assets of zero. This is close to what we observe in the data for theconverging countries prior to their entry into the monetary union. We assume a life ex-pectancy of 50 years, corresponding to a ρ of 2 per cent, a standard value in the literature.We calibrate the parameter α to reproduce the expenditure share of traded goods at 30%(so that α = 0.3) which is in line with input-output evidence for the countries concerned.The price of traded goods is given in world markets and is chosen as the numeraire. Thesize of the endowment of traded goods is set to unity. The endowment of non-traded goodsis set at a level such that the post-shock steady-state price level is unity. In the case withhabit formation there are two extra parameters to calibrate: µ and γ. Following the rele-vant literature we assume that µ = 0.7 and γ = 112. We also consider the case in whichthere is no habit formation in which case we set µ = 0.0 and γ = 0.0.Starting from this initial position we consider a disturbance to the cost of �nancing ofthe economy in the World's �nancial markets. Speci�cally we consider a reduction of onefull percentage point in the cost of external �nancing from 5 per cent to 4 per cent. Asargued before such reduction may be interpreted as re�ecting a decline in an idiosyncraticrisk premium in an uncovered interest rate parity condition or, more broadly, as re�ectinga process of �nancial integration and �nancial liberalization, leading to easier access to�nancing for domestic economic agents.The simulations presented are based on the system (8) to (10) above. Once these equa-tions are solved, obtaining the equilibrium relative price of nontraded goods is straightfor-ward as is the computation of the dual price index, pt . The system of di�erential equationsis solved by using the MATLAB BVP4C routine, which employs collocation methods to12The value of µ is consistent with the values chosen by Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Evans (2005) andSmets and Wouters (2003). In both discrete time models, the authors set Ht = Ct−1. Applied to ourcontinuous time case, this corresponds to setting γ = 1.24



solve two-point boundary problems for ordinary di�erential equations. The initial condi-tions for the two predetermined variables (F and H) correspond to the initial (preshock)steady state while the value of nominal consumption (Z) at the terminal point is given bythe postshock steady state value.The results are presented on Figure 3a (which shows the results for the �rst 10 years)and Figure 3b (which shows the results for the �rst 100 years). The results are presented asdeviations from baseline except for the current account and the net foreign asset positionwhich are presented as percentages of GDP. In both versions of the model - with andwithout habit formation - there is an increase in expenditure after the fall in the cost ofexternal �nancing. This increased expenditure is �nanced through external debt, implyinga current account de�cit. The boom in expenditure leads - in the face of unchanged supplyof non-traded goods - to an increase in the relative price of non-traded goods or, in otherwords, to an appreciation of the real exchange rate.The di�erence between the two models in the short to medium term is clearly evidentin Figure 3a. As expected the response is more muted with habit formation and the initialincrease in expenditure is spread over time, in accordance with an inverted U-shaped curve.The response of the current account is smaller, and, thus, the accumulation of foreign debtslower. Since the e�ects on prices (and the real exchange rate) are basically proportionalto aggregate expenditure the same remarks apply to prices. With habit formation theadjustment process looks much more realistic in the sense that the initial adjustment doesnot involve a large immediate jump in expenditure.Moreover, there are also important di�erences concerning steady state results, as wewould expect from the analytical results given earlier. Nevertheless, both versions of themodel have in common that the adjustment process is very slow, as can be seen in Figure3b. The reason is intuitive. Given the fall in the cost of external �nancing, interest ratesare now lower than the households' rate of time preference. Thus, individual consumptionexpenditures will be declining over time. So, in order for aggregate consumption expen-ditures to be constant (in steady state) the level of consumption of newborns has to besu�ciently above the average consumption in the economy. This can only be the case aftera su�cient accumulation of foreign debt as taken place, and this takes place only slowly.For the case without habit formation, steady state results are very large. Speci�cally,for our parameter values, the model implies a steady state value of foreign debt (a negativenet foreign asset position) equal to 550 per cent of GDP. Aggregate real consumption is 18per cent lower in the new steady state. The relative price of non-traded goods falls by 50per cent and, correspondingly, the true consumption price index falls by 38 per cent.With habit formation all the qualitative results are similar. However, habit formationmakes all magnitudes much smaller. For example, the level of foreign debt with habitformation is reduced by almost a factor of three to 200 per cent of GDP. We think thatthese latter results are much more plausible.25



5 CONCLUSION.In this paper, we have argued that, for a number of countries, it is useful to look at theprocess of adjustment to euro area participation as involving a signi�cant fall in the costsassociated with international �nancing. The simplest way to think about such disturbanceis as a fall in a country speci�c risk premium leading to a drop in the relevant interest rate.It is, however, best to interpret it in broader terms, re�ecting better conditions of access to�nancing for domestic economic agents, in part related to a process of �nancial integrationand �nancial liberalization which accompany entry into the monetary union. In the paper,we argue that the fall in the cost of �nancing was a common impulse a�ecting countries likeGreece, Spain, Ireland, Italy and Portugal. In order to establish the relevant stylized factswe compare these converging countries with the remainder of the countries now constitutingthe euro area. In the paper, we document that the process of adjustment in these economiesshared a number of important common features. These include: an increase in aggregateexpenditure and a fall in savings, the emergence of a signi�cant current account de�cit,an appreciation of the real exchange rate, and, �nally, the accumulation of households'debt and of a negative net foreign asset position. Surprisingly no signi�cant changes in thepattern of GDP growth di�erentials can be discerned in the data.Hence we argue that it is possible to explain the observed patterns using a simpleintertemporal general equilibrium model for an endowment economy. Speci�cally, we con-sider an economy constituted by Blanchard-Yaari households. We show that all the stylizedfacts can be qualitatively obtained in a simple endowment economy model with traded andnon-traded goods. However, in versions with standard time-separable preferences, aggre-gate expenditure jumps instantaneously and the impact on the steady state net foreignasset position seems to be too large. We show that introducing external habit formationenables us to solve both problems. Therefore, we conclude that this version of the modelgoes a long way in explaining some important features of adjustment to the euro.
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Appendix 1. Data used in Section 2The main data source for the results presented in Section 2 is the EU Commission'sAMECO database. The codes for the series employed are as follows: nominal short-term interest rates (ISN), hnominal long-term interest rates (ILN), household savings rate(ASGH), nominal housing investment (UIGDW), current account balance (UBCA), HICP(ZCPIH), whole economy net lending (UBLA), general government net lending (UBLG),household net lending (UBLH), nominal GDP (UVGD) andreal GDP (OVGD). Non hous-ing investment is calculated as the di�erence between total investment (UIGT) and housinginvestment.The exceptions to the use of AMECO are as follows. Credit to households data camefrom the OECD Financial Balance Sheet databank (except in the case of Ireland where thethe source was various issues of the Central Bank of Ireland Quarterly Bulletin). Data onnet foreign assets are taken from Lane and Milesi-Ferreti (2006). Data on the HarmonisedIndex of Consumer Prices (HICP) were taken from Eurostat while the data on relativeconsumer prices come from Eurostat's Comparative Consumer Price Level dataset andrelate to price levels for �nal consumption by private households. For Portugal and Ireland,the data on net lending shown in Chart 13 are from the Banco de Portugal and the authorsown calculations respectively.Ratios to GDP were calculated by dividing the respective series (as described above)by nominal GDP. The variables for core countries were calculated by taking cross-countryarithmetic means of the respective variables for Belgium, Germany, France, Austria andthe Netherlands. Converging country variables were similarly calculated using data forIreland, Italy, Portugal and Spain.Appendix 2. Further results on the model with two goods andwithout habits.In this Appendix, we establish that consumption expenditures (Zt) jump upwards followinga fall in the interest rate. As is clear from Figure 2 in the main text, this requires thatthe slope of the saddle path is more vertical than the slope of the Ḟ = 0 locus (28). Thus,our task in the Appendix is to show that saddle path stability implies the initial jump inconsumption expenditures.Let us start by noticing that the pair of equations (26) and (27) can be expressed inmatrix form as:
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Let
A =

(

(r − θ) −ρ(θ + ρ)

−α r

)Saddle path stability requires that the the determinant of A be negative, i.e.
r(r − θ) − ρα(θ + ρ) < 0Let λ1 < 0 denote the stable root of A. Then the solution of the model is given by:

(

Zt − Z∗

Ft − F ∗

)

= b

(

v11

1

)

eλ1twhere b is a constant determined to match the initial value of the predetermined vari-able, (v11, 1)
′ is the normalised eigenvector associated with λ1and a star on the variabledenotes the steady state value. The equation for the saddle path is therefore:

Zt − Z∗ = v11 (Ft − F ∗)and its slope is therefore v11. Now v11is determined by the solution of:
(
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)(
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=
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0
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)This implies that
v11 =

r − λ1

α
> 0Let η denote the slope of the Ḟ = 0 locus (28). Clearly

η =
r

αWe have then:
v11 − η =

−λ1

α
> 0because, as noted above, λ1 < 0.So the slope of the saddle path is greater than theslope of the Ḟ = 0 locus, as required.
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Figure 3a: Simulated response to a fall in interest rates (�rst 10 years)
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Figure 3b: Simulated response to a fall in interest rates (100 years)
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Chart 13: Net Lending by Sector (percent of GDP)
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